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Wasn't the rain we had just beautiful. I hope everyone got something and if the Weather Bureau is to be believed there is
more to come. I am always amazed how quickly lawn that appears dead comes to life overnight.
“Dig in and Celebrate” this is the theme for the inaugural National Gardening Week 8 th - 14th October.
National Gardening Week offers a wonderful opportunity to celebrate the simple joys of gardening and to highlight the
associated environmental, social and health benefits. Whether it be maintaining a few pots on a balcony, a suburban
backyard or a large country expanse, the enjoyment, the improved mental and physical wellbeing and the satisfaction
gardeners gain from ‘getting their hands dirty’ is universal.
National Gardening Week is open to everybody – people of all ages, organisations, businesses, local communities, local
councils, schools, etc. - to participate in and celebrate gardening in any way they choose. Throw a garden party, visit a
local park, join a garden club, plant a tree, visit your local nursery or just spend a day relaxing on the lawn – the list of
possible activities is endless!
The driving force behind the idea is passionate gardener and The
Garden Clubs of Australia President, George Hoad. (copied from
Media Release Garden Clubs Australia).
Happy gardening and enjoy the cooler weather and rain.
I hope you enjoy the photo of my rose. I have had so many
comments about my paintings that I thought I would include a
different one each newsletter.

Jan Brooks
President
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Our meeting in Richard and Philip’s garden began on a sunny, warm Spring afternoon, but alas, still no rain. It has been
more than 12 weeks now without rain in the area and all our gardens are showing the stress. Our brave leader, Jan, invited
us all to take our clothes off after the meeting and do a rain dance, in the hope that whatever gods we believed in would
laugh so hard they would send rain. (PS they did)
Bonnie reported that we now have over 100 members.
Michael’s report No 3 in the
last newsletter on progress
building the UGC website
was comprehensive and
very interesting. Please
have a look at the website
and let us know whether
there is anything you would like to be added. Thank you Michael for such a
terrific job!
And please keep the interesting photos, articles, newsy items and recipes
coming to be included in the Newsletter. Please send contributions to Fran
and Sue: ugcnews@gmail.com
In the session on “Q and A with Don and Phil”,
Sue asked about using woodchip mulch on the garden. Don and Lynn said it is OK but as it breaks down it uses a
lot of Nitrogen, so when putting down mulch, spread some fertilizer first to compensate for Nitrogen leaching. If
using sugarcane mulch, don’t fluff it up, but lay the whole biscuits
down over the fertilizer. It helps if you wet the mulch before you lay it.
Then pray for rain!
Laverne asked about pruning her lime tree. Don replied that lime is
citrus, so treat as citrus. Water all citrus deeply now; if they become
stressed they won’t give much fruit in the coming season.
Jackie asked about mango flowers, and what will happen to them
when it rains? Don recommended spraying the trees when the fruits
first form, to prevent the rain washing anthracnose fungus down over
the flowers and fruit. Spray with a copper-based mix, or a Bordeaux
mix according to instructions on the package.
See https://www.almanac.com/pest/anthracnose).
There was a question asked about removing okra plants when they
finish fruiting. Lynn suggested leaving the plants and removing them
in Summer. Plant new okra seedlings/ seeds now.
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(The delightful hosts – Richard McKenna and Philip Wilson)

Philip said that when they arrived about 8 years ago, they found 400 mature Pawlonia trees on the property. These
trees bloomed in August this year in response to the unseasonal heat, creating a carpet of pink flowers, but the flowers
had all fallen by the time of our meeting. Philip and Richard had transported many plants from their former property in
the Victorian Highlands, but not all survived the transition. And yes, Cocky’s vocabulary is improving, partly due to
having the newspapers spread on the bottom of his cage!
Julia introduced our special guest speakers, Iain Finlay and Trish Clarke, who spoke about the projects they have been
initiating and supporting in Laos, in a remote, poverty-stricken village, Nalin, among the Yao ethnic minority. The
projects Trish and Iain have initiated, raised funds for and been actively involved in include a road so people can
transport goods to market, culverts under these roads, a pig-raising and then a buffalo-raising enterprise, and building a
primary school. Their most recent project is building a dormitory for 60 high-school students, teachers’ accommodation
and food gardens for the teachers and children. The children can now go to high school in the main town, stay for the
week and go home for weekends. The gardens provide food so they can feed themselves.
The money raised by Julia Hancock in 2015 through sale of
her paintings and a monster garage sale has now been
donated to this last project. Julia would like it to be dedicated
to the food gardens. At our meeting, more than $200.00 was
raised and presented to Trish and Iain, to help fund the
building of bunks for the dormitory.
Copies of Trish’s books about the projects and a CD/DVD
were on sale.

(Jan Brooks, Iain Finlay, Julia Hancock & Trish Clarke)

Jan asked for ideas for next year’s bus trip, and suggested we
change the date so we can see gardens at a different time of
year, perhaps Autumn. Lynn Reid suggested an overnight trip to
the Tenterfield area in Autumn. Suggestions please!

We also need people to offer to host meetings in their gardens next year. The meetings include the Food Group
meetings (Tuesday mornings) and the general meetings (Saturday afternoons). We all benefit so much from visiting our
friends’ gardens. We see what they have accomplished, hear about successes and problems (nothing is a ‘failure’ to a
gardener, they are all learning experiences!). We are privileged to see amazing parts of the Tweed region, and the
biggest bonus is meeting and talking to our fellow garden enthusiasts. Plus of course we enjoy the wonderful, generous
morning and afternoon teas, and the equally generous offerings on the Swap Table. Draft sign-up timetables will be
circulated at the next two meetings.
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Jackie and Michael will coordinate the collection of names and compilation of the Meeting Calendar for next year.
Thanks to a suggestion from Mel, we will also update the instructions for hosting a meeting. The committee will discuss
them and publish them in the next edition of the Newsletter.
Thank you to Lynn O’Hara for running the raffle. Great prizes, and congratulations Lynne on the two-tier miniature
succulent garden! Any spare ceramic wine-coolers and ceramic pots would be greatly appreciated by Lynne to make
more of these lovely, easy-care gardens.
The Swap Table was very generous as usual, with Black Sapote fruit, climbing Foxglove seedlings, Hippeastrums,
Vetiver slips, Elder cuttings, and water Irises, some Aniseed myrtle leaves for tea or cooking, lots of lovely colourful
Cordyline cuttings, bundles of Italian parsley seedlings, Dietes, orchids, tomato plants and much more.
Afternoon tea was as usual a wonderful spread. Thank you to everyone for your ingenuity and bounteousness (I just
found that magnificent word in the Thesaurus!). Were we meant to avail ourselves of the Bombay Sapphire, Richard?
After tea we wandered through the gardens, marvelling at how Philip and Richard have managed to keep it looking so
lush in these dry times.

Some years ago, a visiting Filipina friend kindly gave me a packet of pumpkin seeds which lay, unopened and forgotten,
in the far reaches of our kitchen pantry. One spring cleaning day, I came across them again and decided a vacant area
under the Paulownia trees would be a great spot for an edible garden, as I had spotted tomatoes, mangoes, lychees
and custard apple seedlings germinating on the site of an old compost heap.
Duly planted in the rich soil, several vines trailed their way amongst the trees and gave us a decent autumn and winter
feed before dying off - paw paw shaped with highly patterned skin and rich orange flesh. Come one warm day the
following August, I noticed several flowering vines emerging where there had been only bare earth a few days earlier. I
knew they weren't pumpkin seedlings as we had collected the entire harvest the previous season.
Each subsequent year has been the same, and it would
appear I have a perennial pumpkin on my hands,
regenerating from an unseen source which readily survives
our Tyalgum winters.
Even with the hot, dry start to spring this year, these plants
have thrived without any additional water and have become
established for another promising yield. I have passed on
some seeds of this pumpkin to Hartmut and Sue Holzknecht
to share with other members, and hope that it performs as
well in other areas of the Valley.
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It’s always a joy to visit a garden that’s new to club members and the property of Phil and Marcella Keegan more than
delighted when we held our Food Group visit there on 10 October. Recent rain had freshened up the surrounding
rainforest and even the grass had bounced back along the pretty road there.
Phil and Marcella bought the property 20 years ago and used it as a weekender, camping in a caravan and clearing the
6.5 acre site of garbage, camphor and lantana. The property is very steep so it was hard work. Once cleared, a
magnificent view towards the coast was revealed from the house pad and they also uncovered a natural grotto.
Upgrading to a shed whilst they constructed the house 10 years later enabled them to focus on the garden, installing the
hard landscaping (terracing, paths, washing line, etc) and then the planting. They have planted fruit trees on the
terraces and they have a bee hive at the bottom of the garden yielding 18- 20kg of honey annually, with little input from
Phil and Marcella.

We sat on the deck enjoying the breeze and the views and discussed the following:
•
•

•

•

Nellmary complained that the kurrawongs are eating all her strawberries, whilst her golden retriever is chowing
down on the pineapples.
Jean wondered where she can buy point of lay
chickens. Answer: Campbells at Dungay, Northern
Rivers Poultry in Lismore, and Norco in Murwillumbah.
There is also a lady called Elke Meyer in Burringbar
who rescues and rehabilitates chickens which are then
available for adoption.
Jackie wondered why her tomatoes are splitting.
Answer: irregular watering. She’s harvesting
asparagus, celeriac, cassava, broad beans, broccoli,
kale, tomatoes, yacon and corn. Quite an achievement
given the dry conditions.
Gillian wondered what ate her tomato! Answer: just
about anything.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bridget’s capsicums are falling off before maturing – why? Answer: could be birds snipping them off at the stalk.
Diana has told us of the time her horses escaped and ate most of her vegie patch. She’s now got sheep for
‘mowing’ the weeds but guess what? Hilda and Zelda made a bee line for the vegies and finished off what the
horses had left. She’s got lovely strawberries from plants given to her by Kevin Munsie.
Hartmut and Sue have a policy of giving away the first produce from their crops. His beans have been a failure. He’s
growing sunflowers for the guinea fowl.
Madeleine is concentrating on growing food crops that produce multiple fruits.
Helen has plentiful mulberries but her avocado has been hammered by monolepter beetles. For organically minded
people a molasses spray could work well.
Kirsteen had a ton of SoiLife compost delivered and it’s making a huge difference to her garden.
Jan made us all jealous by saying that Rex had built her a new orchid house (Ed: see pics a little later on in the
newsletter)
Tim boasted of a huge crop of tomatoes, none of which were sown by him.
Gloria’s had a great crop of avocados and sapotes. She’s concentrating on the flower garden around the house.
Bev is concentrating on building infrastructure.
Barbara brought in a photograph of one of her strawberries whose seeds had sprouted, giving the fruit a head of
green hair. The condition is called vivipary. She also brought photos of her enormous lettuce which self-seeded in
her compost.
Ed note: The phenomenon where the “seeds” turn into green shoots all over the
surface of a strawberry is called “vivipary.” Vivipary occurs frequently in some
plants, but only intermittently in others, like the strawberry. Viviparous plants
produce seeds that germinate immediately while still attached to the plant. So, the
achenes (commonly called strawberry seeds) are actually sprouting/germinating
right on the strawberry. It typically will correct itself as the weather patterns stabilize
into the spring. So take note not to spray fertilizers on them while they’re fruiting.
Even a little bit could cause this. (source - strawberryplants.org)

Warning about using brush turkey nests.
Apparently when turkeys are constructing their nests they secrete a water-repellant substance to protect their eggs. For
this reason it’s perhaps not a good idea to use the nests as mulch on garden beds because it will prevent the rain from
penetrating through to the soil. Use on pathways, under washing lines, in shadehouses and under pot plants is OK. Julia
Hancock
A small correction on garlic
Since I made a misinformed comment at the Food group meeting at Sue and Hartmut's place ("Garlic does most of its
growing in autumn, doesn't it?") I feel I should set the record straight. Clearly I know more about eating garlic than
growing it: I know that it makes just about any dish better, except for maybe fruit salad and ice-cream. As for growing it,
it does most of its growing in autumn, winter and spring - not just autumn. Some websites recommend a deep watering
every week or two, especially if it's a dry spring, but they all recommend easing off the watering towards harvest time in
summer. Happy growing, and eating! Peter Bracs
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Firstly an apology; several people were late for our last general meeting at the home of Philip and Richard due to me
having listed the starting time as 2:30 instead of 2:00 in our event calendar. There had been such a rush to get
everything loaded that I missed a few details initially. Now that things are settling down a bit, we will have a system of a
second person checking important things like dates and times. It was pleasing however, to know that many members
are now using the website.
There is nothing new to report as this past month has been all “back room” stuff, mainly associated with loading old
newsletters and the job files. Many of the club’s earlier records are not in a format that is easily presented on the
website and so it is a slower process getting them on than the first batch that was loaded quickly.
One thing I would like to canvass with everyone is where do we go from here? As I mentioned in Part 1 of this series,
there are many good gardening reference sites on the internet and we don’t want to waste our resources trying to be
another, but we will publish resource information that is unique to our area or of special interest to our members. Also,
as we have an established Facebook page, we don’t need a forum for members to communicate but we are still open to
suggestions.
So come on folks, it’s your website, tell me what you want - ugcnews@gmail.com

Ida Daly

Big hearty and loving congratulations and best wishes to our member Ida
Daly on reaching her 90th Birthday on 20th October. Ida has been a very
active member of the Uki Garden Club, and particularly of the Food Group,
since 2005. We hope you will enjoy many more years of active gardening
Ida. Your generous support of the communities and individuals you are
involved with is much appreciated.

 Please remember to wear your nametags to meetings – it makes it so much easier for all and then we don’t
have to call everyone Maaaate.
 Could we please ask all you generous gardeners to label your donations to the Swap table?
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Jackie & Michael Balk - Our raised garden beds have been very prolific using Soil Life and some other goodies.

.

Sue and Hartmut Holzknecht (right) - A native
Hibiscus flower on a plant from the Swap Table.
So pretty, many more buds coming.

Lynn O’Hara (left) - Look at this cute below
in our garden on John's strawberry plant
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Kirsteen Hornick - My freesia lawn looked beautiful a month ago - then the awful hot weather descended. They come up
every year.

Rex Thomas’ newly completed orchid house as mentioned at the Food Group
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Pastry - 250 gms polenta,150 ml water, 4 table spoons olive oil, ½ teaspn salt. Mix well. You may need more water or
polenta. Mixture should be moist.
Filling--- 1/2 kg spinach wilted, and processed in food processor. 2 onions diced, 3 garlic cloves, some mint chopped. 4
eggs,200 ml natural yogurt, 150 gm corn semolina(polenta) 300 gm crumbled feta cheese.
Saute onion and garlic, add spinach, and cook for 19 min. In another bowl mix eggs, yogurt semolina and feta. Add to
that to the cooked spinach and mix well. It may be little
watery but the semolina will take care of that.
Spray your round tin or dish (24 cm diameter) with oil.
Place polenta mix in and press well, including up the sides
to the top of your baking dish. Make sure it is even.
Pour in the filling and sprinkle polenta all over the top,
about 2mm thick. Bake and the polenta will absorb the juice
and form nice crust on the top. Serve with natural yogurt.
(You can add some linseeds or hemp seeds to the polenta
to make 250gm polenta mixture for the pastry.)
Bon appetit

Bragging rights go to John Bennett! He
grew a Champion! Congratulations!
(from the UGC facebook page)
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I bought my house outside Uki in March, 2015. Because I didn’t feel ready to take the big step of moving from Bondi to
the country, I rented it out for a year. Apparently about 10 people were living in it, which probably put a strain on the
septic system, and a leak appeared in the bank below the absorption trench. I tried to get a local plumber to come in
with a bobcat but it proved too hard.
When I moved up in March, 2016, another plumber, Terry Paton, and I inspected the leaking trench. We could see and
smell the swampy area. Terry walked around and thought he would have to build a new trench, which would cost about
$10,000.
Just as I was trying to absorb this very
expensive news, Terry said, “Hang on, hang
on…Vetiver Grass!”
He told me about its amazing qualities of
stabilising the banks with its long roots, and
of turning the bad smell into good, called
transpiration. Apparently the Tweed Shire
Council endorsed it and sold it at the local tip.
The next day, I went to the tip where a
woman there reiterated Vetiver’s
transformative properties and sold me about
30 little plants for the discount price of a
dollar each.

My brilliant gardener, Syama of Syama’s Mowing (0424 476 030), planted them on the leaking bank for me.
Eighteen months later, they are about two metres high and there is no sign or smell of the leak. Problem solved! Thank
you Terry, Syama and Tweed Shire Council!
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It seems we are a very well travelled lot! Below are photos from latest travels contributed by our members.

In August, Gary and Kate Botham went on a lovely drive to Bowral, along the NSW South Coast from Mollymook to
Eden; along the East Gippsland Coast calling into Mallacoota, Marlo and Lakes Entrance, then north through the
beautiful Tambo River Valley along the Great Alpine Road into the snow at Dinner Plain, Mt. Hotham and Bright. We
then drove through beautiful dairy and beef farming country from Mt. Beauty to Corryong, Khancobin, Jindabyne,
Cooma and Canberra. It was too early for the tulips at Bowral, but they had been planted by the thousands ready for
their Spring show. Everywhere we went, there were beautiful varieties of golden wattle, and Spring blossoms on fruit
trees. We noticed the stark difference between the coastal tea trees and the snow gums, both wind blown and beautiful.
Please enjoy these few pictures of different plants on show.
Bowral a mass of colour even before the tulips (below).

.

Hampton Bridge in the Kangaroo Valley
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Beautiful grazing country near
Corryong...snow in the distance.

Majestic Snow Gums at Dinner Plain,
Mt. Hotham.

Graeme & Marilyn Gough recently went to the Carnival of Flowers in Toowoomba.

Linaria Violas

Snap Dragons & Tulips

Paper Daisies
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Rex & Jan Thomas - During our recent visit to Phuket we visited an orchid farm. Just a few of them here.
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Address and directions for October General Meeting
Saturday 26th October - 2pm start
Betty and James Robinson's place, 32 Yellowood Road, Tyalgum.
From Murwillumbah, head to Tyalgum on Tyalgum Road; before the right turn
just before Tyalgum village, turn left onto Brays Creek Road. Travel along until
you reach Yellowood Road, turn right and No 32 is several metres from the
corner, on the right hand side. Some parking is available on the driveway, but
better to park on the road outside.

Address and directions for November Food Group Meeting
Tuesday 14th November – 9.30am start
Martin Daly's place, 77 Eaglehawk Close, Tyalgum.
From Murwillumbah, head to Tyalgum on Tyalgum Road. Go through Tyalgum
Village on Coolman Street; at the T-junction go through onto Tyalgum Creek
Road. Turn left into Eaglehawk Close. Martin's place is number 77, at the end
of Eaglehawk Close. Parking is available along his driveway.

Thank you to all our wonderful contributors to this month’s newsletter – I must say that before I sent out my request for
contributions the news desk was very bare – now it is overgrown (must be all that nice rain ;>).
So thank you to you all who contributed to this month’s newsletter – it has been so wonderful to receive your news and
pictures. The newsletter belongs to all of us so please continue to send through your newsletter pieces – no matter how
large or small.
And thanks also to our new printer – Sandra & Alan Guthrie at Poster Paradise.
Great service, great response times, great prices! Find them at 97 Main St, Murwillumbah (next to Tweed Fruit
Exchange) ph: 6672 4822 or email postpar@bigpond.net.au

That’s it for this month! Happy gardening now the rain has fallen and it is sooooo easy to pull the weeds.
Cheers Fran & Sue
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